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0 of 0 review helpful I ve become a Thirkell fan By Sheila Todd Any well almost any Angela Thirkell novel is a 
delightful peek into English country life in a previous generation I like her characters who weave in and out of the 
whole of her writing output as people do weave in and out of our lives We meet them here then again there I m getting 
to know the families and enjoy them I especially enjoy the period Jack Middleton likes to imagine himself a country 
squire At weekends he retires to Laverings Estate with his wife Catherine He may be pompous and they may seem ill 
matched but the couple are devoted to each other When Jack s widowed sister Lilian and her two stepchildren arrive to 
spend the summer in the neighbouring house he dreads the intrusion to his idyll Daphne capable and ambitious is too 
lively for his taste whereas her brother Denis a compose com As the title of this bright unashamedly nostalgic novel 
suggests Angela Thirkell had a genius for the quotidian Published in 1939 Before Lunch was the last of Thirkell s 
books published before the darkening shadow of World War II made her glitt 
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